INTRODUCTION
The Radar Coordinate Correction program of the Haystack Pointing system accepts as input a pair of angles (9. 0) which are the azimuth and elevation coordinates of a point at which the antenna is to be pointed. The program modifies these angles by adding corrections derived from tables using the method of table look-up and interpolation and produces as output a pair of antenna pointing angles (Q , 4> ) which are corrected for gravitational deformation of the antenna, atmospheric refraction, resolver error, and skew of axes.
II. PROGRAM OPERATION*
The program is composed of two parts, the initializing package and the worker package. Entrance to each package from a calling routine is made with an RJP instruction.
The initializing package sets up standard correction tables during system 
(p <p
The tables AZTBL and ELTBL are each functions of azimuth and elevation.
They correct for antenna sag, resolver error, and skew of axes, with AZTBL containing the corrections for azimuth and ELTBL the corrections for elevation. Each table has associated with it a pair of vectors containing the arguments of azimuth and elevation. They range from 0 to 90 in elevation and 0 to 360 in azimuth.
The arguments can be irregularly spaced. See Appendix B for the table format.
The worker package uses the angle $ in a table look-up in REFRACTBL to produce a correction 6. for elevation due to refraction. This correction is added to <p to produce the angle <$. The angles (Q, $) are used as arguments in separate table look-ups of AZTBL and ELTBL to produce correction values 6 2 and öo for azimuth and elevation, respectively. These values are added to (0, $) to produce final corrected angles (9 , 0 ). While the values of (9, <f>) are in revolutions (with a binary point at B27) the table look-up and interpolation are done in degrees with the correction values converted to revolutions (B27) just prior to being added to (9> <£)• Control is returned to the calling routine from the correction package with an EXIT instruction. The time required for one pass through the worker package is of the order of 2 milliseconds.
in. For an elevation angle 0 greater than 90 , the correction value 6 k is computed using the angle 180 -<p. The correction value 6 k so obtained is subtracted from the angle 4>. For a negative angle (p, 6, is computed by means of extrapolation and is added to the elevation angle cj>.
Interpolation is linear in both elevation and azimuth with an accuracy compatible with the accuracy of the input angles. All operations are carried out in single precision, fixed point arithmetic.
APPENDIX A
The following equations were used in precomputing the values of a , and b , which are stored as constants in the correction program. All equations and parameter values were taken from the paper cited in Reference 1.
The refraction correction angle T, measured in revolutions, is given by The following discusses the contents and formats of the tables used in the correction program. In all tables, the subscripts (i, j) vary with elevation and azimuth, respectively.
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The elevation argument s. is stored as degrees with the binary point at B20.
The values of a. and b. will be precomputed and stored in these tables as constants, with a binary point at B20. They are functions of elevation angle and are used in computing the refraction correction 
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